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Photo: istockphoto.comTake a look at your clothing tags before your next load of laundry. If you're lucky, they'll include a set of small print instructions for care without any confusion—but, sometimes, you'll find little more than a handful of triangles, squares, circles, and dots. How likely are you to know the meaning of the washing symbols,
especially when some icons can be separated by a dot? Remember, the stakes are high if you can't decipher the icons or ignore them altogether; a faulty wash, dry or iron can lead to a shrunken favorite sweater or pale pair of pants. Thankgod you have a cheat sheet. Follow this guide to regular laundry symbols to keep your clothes and
household linen in their original condition. WASHING SYMBOLSPerhaps the main icons, these three symbols let homeowners know if an item of clothing should be washed in a machine, hand washed, or dry-washed. Photo: istockphoto.com1. Machine Wash: You can throw this item into the tray without any worries. Most cotton and
synthetic fabrics are machine washable, so cleaning items like jeans and T-shirts is always a cinch.2. Hand wash: To clean the fabric, you need to hand wash with a gentle ether. Most sensitive clothing requires hand washing, as machines can stretch, shrink, or otherwise damage them.3. DO NOT WASH: Water can destroy this fabric
upon contact, so you need to go to your local dry cleaner and leave the washing process to the pros. Some linen, silk, rayon, and wool items often require professional dry cleaning, which makes some rare specialty fabrics. TEMPERATURE WASH SYMBOLSFabrics respond differently to hot and cold water, so take these three
temperature-related wash instructions before you start your next load. Photo: istockphoto.com4. WASH IN COLD WATER: Some fabrics shrink in warm water, which means you want to keep them cool, whether you wash by hand or with a machine. Linen, silk, rayon and wool items tend to require cold water (usually somewhere between
60 degrees Fahrenheit and 80 degrees Fahrenheit), as well as cotton that hasn't been pre-shrunk.5. WASH IN warm water: Warm water (usually around 110 degrees Fahrenheit) works best for everyday clothing in need of basic cleaning and odor removal. This symbol does not necessarily mean that you can not wash them cold water;
rather, it means that your clothes are safe in warmer waters as well.6. WASH IN HOT WATER: Hot water, which runs above 130 degrees Fahrenheit in washing machines, helps soap work faster and more efficiently—especially on colored and dirty items. That's why hot water is preferred for towels, sheets, and other durable materials that
get a lot of day-to-day use. Bleach WASHING SYMBOLSBleachors Pale or not fade is a common issue when charging the washing machine. The answer lies with three triangles, which can tell you when it is safe and when it is not advisable. Photo: istockphoto.com7. BLEACH IS OK: Bleach whiter brightener bleach is a gentler option that
can add an extra cleaning kick to your washing load. Bleach is rarely safe on wool but often safe on cotton. If you use any type of bleach, add a capful to your machine's bleach dispenser; never apply it directly to fabric.8.Bleach IS NOT OK: It is not advisable to use bleach on any object that bears this symbol on the tag, as splotches or
discoloration may occur. Most white cotton and synthetic fabrics can handle bleach without disaster, but if you dare go against a laundry label warning, watch out for the potential consequences.9. USE COLOURPROOF BLEACH ONLY: Colourproof bleach uses hydrogen peroxide as the primary ingredient instead of chlorine bleach, and it
often contains other chemicals that brighten colored clothing. This symbol indicates that homeowners can safely use a hydrogen-based product on a garment, but make sure that the bottle clearly indicates that it is color-proof. DRYING WASHING SYMBOLSTo prevent you from ending up with a pile of ruined clothes, pay attention to your
label's drying instructions. Here are four symbols to know. Photo: istockphoto.com10. DRYER: This symbol means that the object can safely be driven through a bicycle in the dryer. If the circle has a dot in the middle, low heat is preferable when drying. Two points indicate a that the object can handle maximum medium heat, while three
points signal that high heat may be used regularly. If the icon has no dots in the middle of the circle, homeowners can wipe the garment on any heat setting. Cotton, polyester and nylon usually require low heat, while spandex, linen and microfiber pieces are best left to tumble dry at a cool temperature.11. DO NOT TUMBLE DRY: Putting a
dryer not drying items in the dryer can ruin it completely, so always air dry any garment with this symbol. Silk, wool, suede and high spandex fabrics usually cannot survive a run through the machine without losing shape.12. DRY WASH ONLY: For clothes with this symbol, it is best to leave the cleaning process to the pros, as they may
fade and shrink in your washing machines. Many silk, wool, velvet, taffeta, and acetate items require dry cleaning.13. DO NOT WIPE CLEAN: On the other hand, some clothing is not intended to withstand the chemicals used in the dry cleaning process. There is almost never a need to dry clean cotton, so the more of it that you have in
your wardrobe, the less often you have to make a trip to the cleaners to keep your clothes fresh. IRONING OF WASHING SYMBOLSMost of the clothes come out of the dryer that looks ready to wear, but not all fabrics are created equal. When in doubt, iron it out— unless the label tells you not to. Photo: istockphoto.com14. IRON ING ON
LOW/COLD: If your label has an iron with a dot inside, it can only withstand cool ironing temperatures. Set your iron to its lowest temperature and test an insignificant corner to see the reaction before ironing the entire piece. In general, synthetic fabrics are best ironed with heat and no steam.15. IRON ON MEDIUM: An iron symbol with
two points indicates that the object can be ironed with medium or medium heat. Again, call your iron to the appropriate level and test an inconspicuous patch of fabric, just to be sure. Cashmere, flannel and silk are often ironed on a medium-sized environment without steam, and the garment is usually turned inside out while being
ironed.16. HIGH/HOT IRON: Fabric with this label can handle an iron at its highest setting. Linen and cotton can often be ironed and steamed at maximum heat.17. NOT IRON: If your laundry label has this icon, the fabric will likely shrivel and burn if you use an iron on it, even on a low setting. If you are in need of a few foldreduction, a
light application of wrinkle releases (show example of Amazon) is your best bet.18. IRONING ALLOWED: If you see this icon, you may use an iron on any setting, with or without steam. This article has several problems. Help improve it or discuss these issues on the speech page. (Learn how and when to delete these template messages)
This article needs additional citations for verification. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unmapped material can be questioned and removed. Find sources: Laundry symbol - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April 2014) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The examples and
perspective in this article may not represent a worldwide view of the subject. You can improve this article, discuss the issue on the speech page, or create a new article, as appropriate. (April 2012) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Laundry instructions with
instructions in Japanese. The four symbols shown indicate that the garment must not be washed in water, must not be bleached, must be ironed only with a protective press cloth, and must be dry-cleaned. A poster from a laundromat in Beckley, West Virginia, which lists many of the usual icons for washing instructions found on clothing
brands A laundry symbol, also called a care symbol, is a pictogram that represents a method of washing, such as drying, dry cleaning and ironing clothes. Such symbols are written on labels, known as health labels or care tags, attached to clothing to indicate how a particular item should best be cleaned. Standard symbols for these health
labels differ by region. In some standards, pictograms coexist with or are supplemented with written instructions. The Canadian system was previously based on color: green for go ahead, yellow for caution, and red for stop. That system was abandoned in favour of a common North American system. [1] Although there is an international
standard approved by iso and within Europe by the EU, copyright laws make it difficult to publish Wide. However, attempts have been made to summarise the main national and international standards. [2] Europa GINETEX, based in France, France, the European Association for the Labelling of Textile Care, and was established in 1963
after academic conferences in the late 1950s were set up to define a standard for labelling. [citation needed] General The health mark describes the permissible treatment of the garment without damaging the textile. Whether this treatment is necessary or sufficient is not indicated. A milder treatment than indicated is always acceptable.
The symbols are protected and their use is required to comply with the license terms; incorrect labelling is prohibited. A bar under each symbol requires a gentler treatment than usual and a double bar for a very gentle treatment. Washing A stylized washing tube is displayed, and the number in the tub means the maximum washing
temperature (degrees Celsius). A bar under the bathtub involves a gentler treatment in the washing machine. A double bar involves very gentle handling. A hand in the tub means that only (gentle) hand washing (not above 40 °C) is allowed. A cross through the washtub means that the textile must not be washed under normal household
conditions. The European standard specifies the level of washing recommended with bars under the washtub symbol. Absence of bar indicates a maximum agitation (cotton wash), a single bar indicates mediation (synthetic cycle) and a double bar indicates very minimal agitation (silk/wool cycle). [3] The rod symbols also indicate the level
of spin recommended with more bars indicating lower preferred spin speed. [3] Washing symbol Wash at or below 30 °C (USA, 1 point, ●) Wash at or below 40 °C (USA, 2 points, ●●) Wash at or below 50 °C (USA, 3 points, ●●●) Wash at or below 60 °C (USA, 4 points, ●●●)Washing at or below 50 °C (USA, 3 points, ●●●) Wash at or
below 60 °C (USA, 4 points, ●●●)Washing of laundry Do not wash Bleaching An empty triangle (previously letterwise Cl) allows bleaching with chlorine or non-pale chlorine. Two oblique lines in the triangle prohibit chlorine bleaching. A crossed triangle forbids all bleaching. Bleaching symbol (allowed for both chlorine and non-chlorine
bleach) Bleaching with chlorine allowed (obsolete) Non-chlorine bleach when needed Don't bleach Do not dry A circle in the square symbolizes a dryer. A dot requires drying at reduced temperature and two points for normal temperature. The crossed symbol means that the clothes do not tolerate machine drying. In the United States and
Japan there are other icons for natural drying. Tumble drying Tumble drying symbol Tumble drying (low temperature) Do not tumble dry Natural drying Drying symbol Line dry Dry flat Drip dry Dry in the shade Line dry in the shade Dry flat in the shade Drip dry in shade Ironing The iron with up to three dots allows for ironing. The number of
dots is assigned to temperatures: one prescribes 110 °C, 2 for 150 °C and 3 for 200 °C. An iron with a cross prohibits ironing. Ironing symbol Iron at low temperature Iron at average temperature at high temperature Do not iron Professional cleaning Main article: Surfactant A circle identifies the possibilities with Cleaning. A rod under the
symbol means gently, and two bars mean a lot of gentle cleaning. Chemical cleaning The letters P and F in a circle are for the various solvents used in professional dry cleaning. Professional cleaning symbol Dry clean, hydrocarbon solvent only (HCS) Gentle cleaning with hydrocarbon solvent Very gentle cleaning with hydrocarbon
solvent Dry clean, tetrachloroethylene (PCE) only Gentle cleaning with PCE Very gentle cleaning with PCE Do not wipe clean Wet cleaning Letter W in a circle is for professional wet cleaning. Professional wet cleaning Gentle wet cleaning Very gentle wet cleaning Do not wet clean References ^ Guide to Clothing and Textile Care symbols.
Ic. GC.ca. Consumer Affairs Office. ^ files/Intertek/divisions/Consumer_Goods/Media/PDFs/Services/Low%20Res%20CompleteCareLabelling.pdf Caring for consumers beyond the label Check |url= values (help) (PDF). Intertek.com Intertek. 2014. Retrieved 2014-04-20. ^ a b Care Symbols. GINETEX.net. GINETEX. Retrieved 2018-03-
21. External links Wikimedia Commons has media related to Laundry symbols. International Association for Textile Care Labelling-Care Symbols ISO 3758:2012 – Textiles – Care labelling code using symbols Home Laundering Consultative Council - What Symbols Mean The revised Canadian Swedish health symbols Usa-care symbols
Additional care symbols, including Japanese USA, Japanese and UK woven laundry label symbols Laundry guide to common care symbols - Textile Industry Issues Guide to Common Home Wash &amp; Drycleaning Symbols - Textile Industry Issues Taken from
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